
Product benefits

Tile Adhesives

SURFACE PREPARATION

Soaking of tiles is not essentially needed. Tiles direct from box
can be fixed   on desired surface, minimizing possible breakage &
labor cost on soaking.
Wetting of surface to be tiled is not necessary as TILEBOND-
XL works perfect on clean & dry surface. However, washing a
surface to clean & remove loose particles etc. is recommended 30
min. prior to tile fixing.
Curing is not required as TILEBOND-XL is self-curing.
Hacking or roughening of surface to be tiled is not necessary.
TILEBOND-XL waterproofs the entire surface applied upon

TILEBOND-XL is a waterproof thick/thin bed material
made from cement, finest aggregates and the best quality
additives. Specially formulated to bond a variety of tiles onto
rigid substrate. The use of TILEBOND-XL would ensure an
excellent bonding for your tiling or cladding job.

All surfaces should be structurally sound, clean, dry and free from oil, grease or any other
loose materials.  Newly rendered/screeded surface should be allowed to cure for at least 7-
8 days. New concrete must be cured for 4 weeks. Steel trowel well finished concrete must
be mechanically abraded prior to tiling. Porous surfaces should be painted/sealed using
cement fortifier “SURAKSHACOAT”.
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THIN SET MORTAR/PLASTER FOR ANTI SKID TILE FIXING



Packaging

Add TILEBOND-XL to a bucket containing clean water, mixing uniformly/
constantly to achieve the required thick creamy consistency. The mixing Ratio is 20
kg of TILEBOND-XL approximately 4.4 to 5.2 liters of water. Allow the mixed
creamy paste to stand for 5-10 minutes, remix and it is ready for use.

MIXING

20kg

USAGES
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TILEBOND-XL can be used on both walls and floors in Interior or Exterior
application.
TILEBOND-XL is highly recommended for the thin/thick bed fixing of a Variety of
tiles.
TILEBOND-XL can be used to fix tiles on to concrete, cement renders/screeds and
rendered brickwork.
TILEBOND-XL can also be used to fix dense vitreous ceramic tiles, Marbles and
granites etc. by adding SURAKSHACOAT in the mixing water. 1-part
SURAKSHACOAT & 4-part water should be mixed, and this mixed solution should
be used with TILEBOND-XL for fixing dense tiles.

 

Application Procedure

Spread the creamy mortar onto the surface using a notched trowel to thickness of 2-3
mm. Tiles must be coated with creamy mortar (like applying butter on bread) and fixed
on the mortar applied surface. Final bed thickness for wall tiles is minimum 2 mm whilst
for floor tiling a minimum bed thickness of 3 mm is recommended. At any one time, do
not spread more than 10 sq.ft of mortar on the surface. Tiles must be pressed formally
into position before the mortar skins. Ensure that all the tiles are well bedded and there
are no voids under the tiles.
Once the tiles have been fixed, they must not be disturbed for 24 hours
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TILE GROUTING

Appearance                     :Grey Powder
Drying Time                  :24 hours
Pot Life 27 c                   :30-40 minutes
Open time 27 c              :6-10 minutes
Adjustment Time 27 c   :5-10 minutes

Tile grout joints of 1-5 mm width can be grouted with any brand of Tile grout. For larger
grout joints 5-12 mm wide use cement fortifier “SURAKSHACOAT” for increased water
resistance and flexibility.

COVERAGE

 20 kg bag of TILEBOND-XL would cover approximate 50-55 sq.feet area.
TECHNICAL DATA

CLEAN UP: Remove any excess mortar from the face of the tile using a damp cloth, while mortar is still in the wet condition.Tools &
equipment should be cleaned with water before the mortar dries.

Shelf Life
Up to 12 months in
unopened bags, well stored
in cool drying condition

Tile Bond XL Variants

Features XL XL-T XL-US

XL=Tile Bond XL
XL-S=Tile Bond XL Strong
XLUS=Tile Bond XL Ultra Strong

Packaging

Tile Size effect 

Coverage

Both

Both

Both

4x2,6x4 
& above

Indoor/Outdoor

Vertical/Flat Surface Flat Both

Both

Indoor Indoor

4x2,6x4

Both

4x2/Small

50-55 Sq.ft

20 Kg Bag

White/Grey

20 Kg Bag20 Kg Bag

50-55 Sq.ft 50-55 Sq.ft


